Prospective Determination of Orbital Perfusion Dominance before Intra-Arterial Chemotherapy for Retinoblastoma Using Time-of-Flight Magnetic Resonance Angiography
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Abstract

Purpose Intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) represents a mainstay in the treatment of retinoblastoma. In a minority of cases, the external carotid artery (ECA) serves as the dominant supply to the central retinal artery and is associated with prolonged fluoroscopy times and higher intraprocedural radiation doses. The aim of this study was to evaluate the utility of time-of-flight (TOF) magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) for prospective determination of internal (ICA) versus ECA dominance for procedural planning.

Technique Between April 2017 and December 2020 (44 months), staging MR prior to IAC for retinoblastoma included variant spatial saturation band position TOF angiography. Exams were then retrospectively reviewed for concordance of ICA versus ECA dominance between the two modalities. Eight consecutive patients were included in the study. Mean patient age at time of diagnosis was 20.3 ± 10.7 months (range: 2.7–33.2 months). Ten affected eyes were included (2 cases of bilateral disease), with stage D disease in eight eyes and stage B disease in two eyes. MRA techniques demonstrated antegrade ophthalmic artery (OA) flow in 9/10 (90%) of affected eyes. Subsequent catheter angiography confirmed ICA dominant supply in 9/9 (100%). For a single affected eye (10%), the OA was demonstrated as orthotopic by T2 flow void.
nonvisualized on anterior saturation TOF sequences, and faintly visualized on posterior saturation TOF sequences. Aggregate MRA to catheter angiographic concordance was 10/10 (100%).

**Conclusion** Variant saturation TOF MRA predicts ICA versus ECA dominant supply to the central retinal artery in retinoblastoma.

### Introduction

Intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) represents a mainstay of therapy for retinoblastoma. Patients with retinoblastoma, particularly those associated with mutation of the RB1 tumor suppressor gene (RB1), are at risk of secondary malignancies and are sensitive to the ionizing effects of radiation. In a majority of patients, blood supply to the central retinal artery arrives via the internal carotid artery (ICA). In a minority of cases, however, the external carotid artery (ECA) serves as the dominant supply to the central retinal artery most commonly via the middle meningeal artery to the lacrimal artery. While patients with external carotid arterial supply may still be effectively treated by IAC, this vascular feature has been associated with prolonged fluoroscopy times and elevated procedural radiation exposure. This report describes early experience using variant saturation time-of-flight (TOF) magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) to predict ICA versus ECA dominant supply to the central retinal artery for the purposes of procedural planning.

### Technique

Between April 2017 and December 2020 (44 months), staging MR prior to IAC for retinoblastoma included variant spatial saturation band position TOF angiography. During MRA, two separate noncontrast TOF acquisitions were included in the protocol in addition to routine anatomic sequences. These were coronal acquisitions with coverage including the entire orbit and the bilateral intracranial carotid arteries. The first acquisition included an anterior spatial saturation band to include the bilateral angular arteries and reduce anterior flow-related enhancement. The second acquisition included a spatial saturation band posterior to the orbit to include the bilateral intracranial carotid arteries and nullify posterior flow-related enhancement. All angiographic sequences were standard three-dimensional TOF sequences (field of view (FOV): 200 × 180, matrix: 384 × 365, repetition time (TR): 26 milliseconds, time to echo (TE): 3.62 milliseconds, slice thickness (ST): 0.45 mm), and acquired on a 3-Tesla Prisma Fit MRI (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Added scan time of the each TOF sequence was ~4.5 minutes.

All IAC treatments were performed as previously described using a Philips FD20 bi-plane angiography suite (aSi detector with CsI scintillator, 40 × 30 cm detector) with Allura Clarity image optimization. Following catheterization and imaging of the ICA, roadmap angiography was acquired with attention to ophthalmic artery (OA) patency and presence of antegrade flow. Selective catheterization of the OA was performed followed by selective angiography to confirm antegrade flow to the central retinal artery. In cases of nonvisualized OA from the ICA position, the ECA was selected and imaged in a similar fashion. Following confirmation of ECA supply to the OA and central retinal artery, middle meningeal artery to meningo-ophthalmic arterial catheterization was performed to deliver chemotherapeutics.

All cases were then retrospectively reviewed for concordance of ICA versus ECA dominance between the two modalities. Eight consecutive patients were included in the study. Mean patient age at the time of diagnosis was 20.3 ± 10.7 months (range: 2.7–33.2 months). Ten affected eyes were included (2 cases of bilateral disease), with stage D disease in eight eyes and stage B disease in two eyes. MRA techniques demonstrated antegrade OA flow in 9/10 (90%) of affected eyes. Subsequent catheter angiography confirmed ICA dominant supply in 9/9 (100%). A typical case is depicted in [Fig. 1](#). For a single affected eye (10%), the OA was demonstrated as orthotopic by T2 flow void, nonvisualized on anterior saturation TOF sequences and faintly visualized on posterior saturation TOF sequences. Subsequent catheter angiography confirmed ECA dominant supply (►Fig. 2). Aggregate MRA to catheter angiographic concordance was therefore 10/10 (100%). Fluoroscopy time and radiation for the single case of ECA supply were 5.6 minutes and 8.5 mGy, respectively.

### Discussion

This experience suggests variant saturation TOF MRA predicts ICA versus ECA dominant supply to the central retinal artery in retinoblastoma. Routine incorporation into disease staging MR examination may augment IAC procedural planning, potentially promoting procedural expediency and lowering iatrogenic radiation exposure.

Several studies have emphasized that ECA supply to the OA is most commonly via middle meningeal artery branches (meningolacrimal or meningo-ophthalmic supply) via the superior orbital fissure, or other branches from the posterior orbit. Given the relative rarity of anterior orbital ECA supply (via angular or dorsal nasal artery branches), a single TOF acquisition with anterior saturation may be sufficient to identify absent antegrade OA flow predictive of possible ECA dominance. However, identification of robust reversed flow in an OA may still have prognostic import for the success of IAC. In such cases, adjuvant techniques such as temporary balloon occlusion of the ECA may be required. Additional MR angiographic techniques such as phase contrast imaging may also determine relative
Fig. 1 A 20-month-old male with group D left eye retinoblastoma. (A) Coronal posterior saturation time-of-flight magnetic resonance (MR) image demonstrates high signal within the bilateral superior ophthalmic veins (white arrows) and absence of signal in the expected regions of the bilateral ophthalmic arteries (open arrows). (B) Coronal anterior saturation time-of-flight and (C) axial maximum intensity projection MR images demonstrate high signal within the bilateral ophthalmic arteries (white arrows). (D) Lateral roadmap angiogram of the left internal carotid artery followed by (E) lateral digital subtraction angiogram of the left ophthalmic artery during intra-arterial chemotherapy confirms antegrade flow within the ophthalmic artery.
direction of flow in a single acquisition, although the spatial resolution may be insufficient for orbital vessel evaluation.\textsuperscript{12}

This study has limitations inherent to small size and retrospective review. In a single affected eye with ECA dominant supply, the OA was conspicuously nonvisualized on anterior saturation TOF sequences, but only faintly visualized on posterior saturation TOF sequences. Saturation of blood within the middle meningeal artery en route to the orbit may explain this finding. Individual MRA sequence time, total MRA scan time, and total procedural time were not recorded. While procedural fluoroscopy time and radiation for the single case of ECA supply were greatly reduced compared with the institutional performance,\textsuperscript{10} larger series may be needed to solidify the reliability of this technique as well as its impact on procedural planning, total procedure time, and radiation dose reduction.

**Conclusion**

Sequential TOF MRA with strategically placed saturation bands accurately predicts ICA versus ECA dominant supply to the central retinal artery in retinoblastoma. Prospective determination of dominant arterial supply may promote procedural expediency and radiation dose reduction during IAC.
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